
Hi, we’re Evive.
We change the way companies communicate. Starting with rich healthcare and HR data sources, we use our proprietary 

predictive analytics and behavioral science expertise to automate “campaigns of one:” highly segmented, multimodal 
outreach that connects the right person to the right resource at the right time. This meaningful messaging drives  

measurable outcomes, supercharging companies’ diverse strategies around cost containment and employee experience 
optimization. We’re here to show that data delivers.

goevive.com

Point Solution 
Recommendations

More payers are aligning with point solutions to 
enhance their clinical management programs, often 
selecting 5–15 different solutions. Unfortunately, 
members are often left to figure out for themselves 
what each solution does and which ones might 
benefit them. 
 
Evive makes connecting members with relevant 
point solutions nearly effortless. We aggregate the 
solutions, offer single sign-on, and use claims data 
to proactively send personalized recommendations 
to members based on their needs.

Evive’s data-driven aggregation and communications platform can give you the edge you need 
to differentiate yourself from the competition — making you not just a payer, but a partner.

Hi!

Using Data to Reduce Spend 
and Boost Engagement

Payers are facing new challenges that make standing out in the competitive 
landscape more important than ever. Evive’s utilization of claims data to send 
personalized communications can help payers solve these challenges while 

reducing claim spend and increasing engagement.

Evive helps payers in 3 ways:

Advocacy Enrichment

Evive supercharges your advocacy program with valuable insights. Those receiving calls can 
see recent claims data for members calling in, nudging them to help by filling a prescription, 

recommending a relevant point solution, or suggesting a second opinion.

Not only can this reduce claims and boost engagement, but it can provide 
a better experience while lowering costs for members.

Manage 
diabetes 
like a pro.

Make the 
most of your 

maternity 
benefits!

Take care of 
your mental 

health!

Would you like me to refill your prescription?

There’s a free program that could make that easier!

Surgery is a big step! Let’s get a second opinion.

Get better 
sleep with 
this new 
program.

Multi-Source 
Data Aggregation

It’s no secret that everyone wants more actionable 
data. Yet it often exists in large data sets from 
many disparate sources. In many situations, payers 
only have access to small amounts of data, rather 
than more, limiting their ability to take action and 
communicate with their members. 

Evive’s expertise lies in data aggregation and as a 
third party, we’ve done the hard work to collect data 
from dozens of diverse sources such as eligibility 
files, claims, Rx, and more, and serve it to you in a 
de-identified, HIPAA compliant way. This gives you 
access to deep data insights across the entire client 
member population to help you take action.


